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Multivariate kernel density estimators are known to systematically deviate from
the true value near critical points of the density surface. To overcome this difficulty
a method based on RaoBlackwell’s theorem is proposed. Local corrections of
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1. INTRODUCTION
Assume that X1 , ..., Xn is a multivariate sample drawn from a probability
Q defined on Rd, with d1, whose underlying density fQ has to be
estimated.
The general multivariate kernel estimator of fQ is defined by
fn(x)=
1
n |det H|
:
n
j=1
K(H &1(x&Xj)), x # Rd,
where H is a d_d nonsingular matrix depending on n and the kernel K
is a d-variate function satisfying Rd K(z) dz=1 (see Deheuvels, 1977;
Scott, 1992; Wand, 1993; and the references therein). The simplest and
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well-known version of fn( } ) correspond to H=hID , with h>0 and Id is the
d_d identity matrix (Cacoullos, 1966); and H=diag(h1 , ..., hd), with
h1>0, ..., hd>0 (Epanechnikov, 1969).
The estimator fn( } ) has been extensively used and studied. Besides nice
properties which made it very popular, it presents some drawbacks: It
systematically deviates from the true value near critical points of fQ .
Indeed, it is well-known that peaks are flattened and spread out by fn( } ).
To overcome these problems some proposals have been put forward. For
instance, estimators based on higher-order kernels (Berlinet, 1993) and
estimators which allow the bandwidth h to vary with the data and with the
point of estimation x have been proposed (see Scott, 1992; Terrel and
Scott, 1992). Our approach is quite different from these procedures.
Heuristically, when estimating fQ(x), all observations provide some infor-
mation about fQ(x), but observations falling near x should contain the
essential portion of this information. Thus, one should focus on data near
x instead of the entire sample. A theoretical treatment of this fact may be
achieved by local sufficiency theory. Indeed, consider the following statistic
S=(S1 , ..., Sn), where
Si={Xix0
if Xi # U
if Xi  U,
with U a fixed neighborhood of x and x0 # Rd is an arbitrary constant.
Whenever Q is known outside U (i.e., on U c), then S contains all informa-
tion on Q |U the restriction of Q to U. The statistic S is said to be locally
sufficient or U n-sufficient. This means that S is sufficient in the usual sense
in the model (Rd, BRd , P(Q, U c))} n, where BRd is the Borel _-field on Rd,
P(Q, U c)=[P # P : P |U c=Q |Uc], P denoting the set of probability
measures on (Rd, BRd). Local sufficiency of S has been established by
Berlinet (1984a, 1984b). See also Bosq (1970). Now, by RaoBlackwell’s
theorem (see Lehmann, 1983) an estimator may be improved by taking its
conditional expectation with respect to a sufficient statistic. Let & }& denotes
any norm on Rd. With the purpose of applying RaoBlackwell’s theorem
to fn(x), let us fix x=(x1 , ..., xd) # Rd and put U=x+B(0, r)=
[ y : &x& y&<r], where r is positive parameter. Suppose that we are given
a probability P such that its density fP is close or coincides with fQ on U c.
In practice, fP is either a pilot estimator of fQ or given prior information
on Q |U c . Then the conditional expectation of fn(x) with respect to S is
given by:
f n(x)=
1
n
:
n
j=1
[|det H|&1 K(H &1(x&Xj)) 1U (Xj)+m( fP) 1Uc(X j)], (1)
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where
m( fP)=
1
P(U c) |Uc
1
|det H|
K(H&1(x& y)) fP( y) dy.
The estimator f n(x) is itself a kernel estimator. The corresponding kernel is
defined by
K (u)=K(u) 10(u)+|det H| m( fP) 10c(u), u # Rd,
where 0=[ y : y # Rd and y=H&1z, z # B(0, r)]. Observe that the
estimator f n(x) is not a probability density. However, this is not a serious
problem since we are only interested in the estimation of fQ(x), x being
fixed. Notice that this estimation will use global information on f. By using
f n(x) instead of fn(x), a pointwise improvement is guaranteed by Rao
Blackwell’s theorem. Indeed, we have
Q} n | (Un)c=P} n | (U n)c O R(Q, f n(x))R(Q, fn(x)),
where
R(Q, gn(x))=| L(Q, gn(x, x1 , ..., xn)) dQ} n(x1 , ..., xn)
is the risk associated with gn(x); L is a loss function defined from P_R to
R+ and satisfies \Q # P, L(Q, } ) is a convex function. Taking L(Q, z)=
|z& fQ(x)| p, p1, one gets
Q} n | (Un)c=P} n | (U n)c O E( | f n(x)& fQ(x)| p)E( | fn(x)& fQ(x)| p).
For p=2, this gives an inequality for the popular pointwise mean square
error. We would like to stress here the fact that we are interested in the
improvement of the standard kernel estimate at a finite number of critical
points. Therefore only pointwise convergence has a full meaning in this
framework. However, supposing that the density fQ is truly known outside
a fixed U0 not depending on the point x of interest, one can ask the
following question:
Do we have improvement of global norms on subsets of U0? The answer
is yes, because the convexity of z [ |z& fQ( y)| p and Jensen’s inequality
give
| f n( y)& fQ( y)| p=|E[ fn( y) | S]&FQ( y)| p
E[ | fn( y)& fQ( y)| p | S] Q} n a.s.
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Consequently, for any subset A of U0 and any p1, the following
inequalities hold Q} n a.s.
|
A
| f n( y)& fQ( y)| p dy|
A
E[ | fn( y)& fQ( y)| p | S] dy,
and
sup
y # A
| f n( y)& fQ( y)|E[sup
y # A
| fn( y)& fQ( y)| | S].
To conclude, take expectations of both sides of the above inequalities and
use Fubini’s theorem.
Now, as we mentioned earlier, in practice fP may be a pilot estimator
of fQ . Henceforth, we will replace fP by fn . The obtained estimator will be
denoted by f n*(x):
f n*(x)=
1
n
:
n
j=1
[|det H| &1 K(H&1(x&X j)) 1U (Xj)+m( fn) 1Uc(X j)], (2)
with
m( fn)=|det H|&1 |
Uc
K(H&1(x& y)) fn( y) dy<|Uc fn( y) dy.
The one-dimensional version of f n(x) has been studied in Abdous and
Berlinet (1994). The extension in the present paper is not only to the multi-
dimensional case but also in the object under study: In the one-dimensional
case we considered that fQ was known exactly outside U ( fQ |U c= fP | Uc ,
P known probability) therefore the RaoBlackwellized estimate f n(x) could
be written as a sum of n i.i.d. random variables and the results obtained in
that case can be easily reformulated in a multidimensional setting. In this
paper we deal with the real case where fP is estimated by fn . Thus f n*(x)
has a much more complicated form: a ratio of random variables appears in
expression (2). So the asymptotic expansions and the convergence
theorems given in the two papers are on quite different estimates and are
therefore different.
The convergence theorems in Section 4 are proved under the assumption
that fQ is continuous at the point of interest so they do not cover the
boundary problems when the density has a discontinuity. Also the
asymptotic expansions are given under conditions on the derivatives of fQ ,
however the RaoBlackwellization method presented in this paper can be
used not only to improve estimates at or near local extrema but also to
locate boundary points in case of smooth density. The paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 gathers nonasymptotic results. Section 3 deals with
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asymptotic bias and variance of the conditioning estimate f n*(x). In Sec-
tion 4, we investigate weak and complete convergence.
2. NONASYMPTOTIC RESULTS
It is easily seen that for sufficiently large r, f n*(x) coincides with fn(x)
and for almost all samples, if r tends to 0 then f n*(x) goes to
Efn( fn(x))=|det H|
&1 |
Rd
K(H&1(x& y)) fn( y) dy.
Thus, f n*(x) varies from fn V KH(x) to fn(x) as r goes from 0 to , where
V is the convolution operator and KH(z)=|det H|&1 K(H&1z). Note that
gn= fn V KH is another kernel estimate with new kernel K V K. Hence,
f n*(x) interpolates between gn and fn and by adjusting r we get an infinite
collection of kernel estimates.
Using a pilot estimator depending on the data it is not obvious that the
RaoBlackwell improvement will hold on. So we have to investigate the
bias and variance of the new estimate and to make sure that we still have
the convergence properties of the kernel estimate. This is done in Sections 3
and 4 below.
Concerning nonasymptotic properties, first note that, if fn(x){ fQ(x),
one can always find r such that
| f n*(x)& fQ(x)|<| fn(x)& fQ(x)|. (3)
This remark is fundamental for applications. Indeed, if K is positive and
bounded by k # ]0, [, then | f n*(x)| is bounded by k |det H|&1. Conse-
quently, the quantities f

n(x)=infr>0 f n*(x) and f n(x)=supr>0 f n*(x) are
finite and satisfy
\x # Rd, f

n(x) fn(x) f n(x)k |det H|&1,
from what we get (3). The following theorem describes the variation of
f n*(x) denoted as a function of r by f n*(x)( } ).
Theorem 2.1. Let K be a probability density such that
\y # Rd, K( y)=,(&y&),
where , is nonincreasing on R+.
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As a function of r, f n*(x) is continuous on ]0, +[ except at each point
Ri=&x&Xi&, 1in, where it is left continuous and has almost surely a
jump of positive height
1
n \KH(x&Xi)&
Uic KH(x& y) fn( y) dy
Uic fn( y) dy + ,
where Ui=x+B(0, Ri).
If Ri=&x&Xi& and Rj=&x&Xj& are two successive discontinuity points
of f n*(x)( } ), then this function is nonincreasing on ]Ri , Rj[.
Let R(1)=mini Ri . For almost any sample, R(1) is positive and f n*(x)( } ) is
nonincreasing on ]0, R(1)].
Proof. Let [S1 , S2] be a subinterval of R+ with no point Ri inside and
let I=[i : &x&Xi&S1]. We have
f n*(x)(S2)& f n*(x)(S1)=
n&*I
n
[m( fn)(S2)&m( fn)(S1)].
Thus, the above left-hand side difference has the same sign as
A=|
A2
KH(x& y) fn( y) dy |
A1
fn( y) dy
&|
A1
KH(x& y) fn( y) dy |
A2
fn( y) dy,
where Ai=[x+B(0, Si)]c, i # [1, 2]. Now,
A=|
A2
KH(x& y) fn( y) dy |
A1"A2
fn( y) dy
&|
A1"A2
KH(x& y) fn( y) dy |
A2
fn( y) dy.
As
|
A2
K(H &1(x& y)) fn( y) dy,(&H&1(x& y0)&) |
A2
fn( y) dy,
and
|
A1"A2
K(H&1(x& y)) fn( y) dy,(&H&1(x& y0)&) |
A2"A2
fn( y) dy,
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where y0 satisfies &x& y0 &=S2 , A is nonpositive and therefore
f n*(x)(S2)& f n*(x)(S1)0.
This proves the monotonicity of f n*(x)( } ) on ]0, R(1)] and on intervals
]Ri , Rj[ where Ri and Rj are two successive discontinuity points of
f n*(x)( } ).
Let i # [1, ..., n] and let J be the set of integers j such that &x&Xj&<Ri .
Then
f n*(x)(Ri+0)
=
1
n
:
j # J
KH(x&Xj)+
1
n
KH(x&Xi)+
n&1&*J
n
m( fn)(Ri),
and
f n*(x)(Ri&0)=
1
n
:
j # J
KH(x&Xj)+
n&*J
n
m( fn)(Ri),
from what the value and the sign of the jump of f n*(x)( } ) at Ri are easily
deduced.
Figure 1 shows the graph of f n*(0)( } )f (0) for two samples of size n=5
and n=100 respectively, drawn from a standard bivariate normal N(0, I ).
FIG. 1. Behavior of f n*(0)(r) f (0) when the radius r varies, the sample is drawn from a
standard N(0, I ) and H is chosen to be asymptotically optimal in the sense of the mean
integrated squared error.
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In both cases H was chosen to be asymptotically optimal in the sense of
the mean integrated squared error (see Wand, 1993), i.e., it minimizes
1
n |det H| | K
2( y) dy+
1
4 | (tr(HH
T {2f (x)))2 dx,
where H T and tr(H) are respectively the transpose and the trace of H and
{2f is the Hessian of f. The norm in the neighborhood U is the Euclidean
norm and the kernel K is the N(0, I ) density.
To give some idea on how f n*( } ) improves fn( } ) near critical points,
we show in Fig. 2 a realization of the standard normal density N(0, 1)
together with fn( } ) and f n**( } ), where f n**(x)=supr>0 f n*(x) for each x in
[&0.5, 0.5]. This is motivated by the fact that we are conditioning in a
neighborhood of the maximum of fn( } ). We should use infr>0 f n*(x) for x
in a neighborhood of a minimum. A simulation study conducted in the uni-
variate case (see Abdous and Berlinet, 1994) shows that this procedure per-
forms better than fn( } ) does. Such practical problems as automatic selection
of r and building of confidence bands are currently under investigation.
Remark. It is worth noticing that the conditioning method presented
above can be applied to any estimate of a functional parameter with analog
local properties (for instance, spline and trigonometric estimates of density
functions, estimates of regression function, etc.).
FIG. 2. Typical realization of f (x)=N(0, 1), fn(x) and f n**(x)=supr>0 f n*(x) when
x # [&0.5, 0.5], n=100, and H is chosen to be asymptotically optimal in the sense of the
mean integrated squared error.
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3. ASYMPTOTIC BIAS AND VARIANCE OF f n*(x)
In the univariate case, Abdous and Berlinet (1994) investigated the
asymptotic mean squared error of the estimator given by (1). The study of
(2) is somewhat more complicated since m( fn) is a ratio of two random
quantities. Asymptotic expressions of its bias and variance will be derived
in Theorem 3.1. Let us fix some notations: & }& indifferently denotes a
matrix or a vector norm; tr(A) denotes the trace of a matrix A; zT is the
transpose of any vector or matrix z; symbols {(z) and {2(z) stand for the
gradient and Hessian of fQ(z) and {2H (z) stands for H
T {2(z) H. Rewrite
the estimator (2) in the following form; f n*(x)= f *nU (x)+ f *nU c (x), where
f *nU (x)=
1
n
:
n
j=1
|det H| &1 K(H&1(x&Xj)) 1U (Xj),
f *nUc (x)=m( fn)
1
n
:
n
j=1
1Uc (Xj)=
n(x)
,n(x)
,
n(x)=
1
n2
:
n
i, j=1
1Uc (Xj) |det H|&2
_|
Uc
K(H&1(x& y)) K(H &1( y&Xi)) dy,
,n(x)=
1
n
:
n
i=1
|det H| &1 |
Uc
K(H &1( y&Xi)) dy
=|
Uc
fn( y) dy.
We will impose the following conditions on the kernel K:
(i) Rd K(z) dz=1,
(ii) supz # Rd |K(z)|=k # ]0, [,
(iii) Rd zK(z) dz=0,
(iv) Rd &z&2 |K(z)| dz< and Rd zzTK(z) dz=Id .
The proof of Theorem 3.1 rests on the following lemmas.
Lemma 3.1 (Asymptotic Bias and Variance of f *nU (x)). If fQ is twice dif-
ferentiable and its partial derivatives up to second order are bounded and con-
tinuous, if the kernel K satisfies (i), (ii), and (iv), if the matrix H is such that
limn   &H&=limn   (n |det H| )&1=0, then
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E( f *nU (x))=fQ(x) |
0
K(z) dz&|
0
zTK(z) dz H T {(x)
+
1
2
tr \|0 zzTK(z) dz {2H (x)++o(&H&2), (4)
Var( f *nU (x))=
fQ(x)
n |det H| |0 K
2(z) dz+o \ 1n |det H|+ (5)
where 0=0n=H&1(x&U)=[z : z=H&1y with y # B(0, r)],
Proof. The multidimensional form of Taylor’s theorem and the
dominated convergence theorem enable to write
E( f *nU (x))=fQ(x) |
0
K(z) dz&|
0
zTK(z) dz H T {fQ(x)
+ 12 |
0
zTH T {2fQ(x) HzK(z) dz+o(&H&2).
To obtain (4), use the fact that for any set of matrices A(r_s) and B(s_r):
tr(AB)=tr(BA). Similarly, we have
Var( f *nU (x))=
1
n
Var( |det H| &1 K(H&1(x&X1)) 1U (X1))
=
1
n |det H| |0 K
2(z) fQ(x&Hz) dz+O(1n).
An application of the mean value theorem gives (5).
Lemma 3.2 (Asymptotic Bias and Variance of ,n(x)). Let fQ be twice
differentiable and its partial derivatives up to second order be bounded con-
tinuous integrable functions. If the kernel K satisfies (i)(iv) and the matrix
H is such that limn   &H&=0. Then
E(,n(x))=Q(U c)+ 12 |
Uc
tr({2H ( y)) dy+o(&H&2), (6)
Var(,n(x))=O(1n). (7)
Proof. Taylor’s theorem gives
E(,n(x))=Q(U c)+ 12 |
Uc
|
Rd
[zTH T {2fQ( y&%Hz) Hz] K(z) dz dy,
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where %=%(H, z, y) # ]0, 1[. A double application of the dominated con-
vergence theorem entails (6).
As for (7), because |Uc |det H|
&1 K(H&1( y& } )) dy|Rd |K(z)| dz<,
we have
Var(,n(x))=
1
n
Var \|Uc |det H| &1 K(H &1( y&X1)) dy+=O(1n).
Lemma 3.3 (Asymptotic Bias and Variance of n(x)). If fQ is twice dif-
ferentiable and its partial derivatives are bounded and continuous. If the
kernel K satisfies (i)(iv) and the matrix H is such that limn   &H&=
limn  (n |det H| )&1=0. Then
E(n(x))=Q(U c) { fQ(x) |0c zTK(z) dz H T {(x)
+ 12tr \|Rd zzT \|0c K( y) K(z& y) dy+ dz {2H (x)+
+o(&H&2)=+O(1n), (8)
Var(n(x))=
fQ(x)
n |det H|
[Q(U c)]2 |
Rd _|0c K( y) K(z& y) dy&
2
dz
+o(1n |det H| ). (9)
Proof. Straightforward algebra gives (8). The expression in (9) may be
obtained by showing that
(n |det H| )4 Var(n(x))
=nE(TR2)+2n(n&1) E(R) E(TR)
+n(n&1) E(T ) E(R2)+2n(n&1) E(TR2) E(T )+n(n&2) E2(TR)
+n(n&1)(n&2) E(T) E2(R)+n(n&1)(n&2) E2(T ) E(R2)
+2n(n&1)(&2n+3) E2(T) E2(R)
+2n(n&1)(n&4) E(T ) E(R) E(TR)
=n3E2(T ) E(R2)+o(n3 |det H|3)
where R=Uc K(H
&1(w& y)) K(H&1( y&X1)) dy, and T=1Uc (X1).
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Theorem 3.1. If fQ is twice differentiable and its partial derivatives
up to second order are bounded continuous integrable functions, if the
kernel K satisfies (i)(iv) and the matrix H is such that limn   &H&=
limn  (n |det H| )&1=0, then
E( f n*(x))& fQ(x)
r
1
2
tr |
Rd
zzTI(z) {2H (x) dz&
fQ(x)
2Q(U c) |Uc tr({
2
H ( y)) dy |
0c
K(z) dz (10)
Var( f n*(x))
r
fQ(x)
n |det H| |Rd [I(z)]
2 dz, (11)
where I(z)=K(z) 10(z)+0c K( y) K(z& y) dy.
Before proving Theorem 3.1 let us look at the expressions (10) and (11).
First note the difference with Theorem 3 in Abdous and Berlinet (1994):
The object under study is not the same, as mentioned in the introduction.
Expression (11) shows that the asymptotic variance of f n*(x) goes (not
necessarily in a monotone way) from
fQ(x) &K V K&2L2 (n |det H| )
to
fQ(x) &K&2L2 (n |det H| )
as r varies from 0 to infinity (& }&L2 denotes the L2 norm and we have
&K V K&L2&K&L2 if K is a density).
Now for a wide class of regularity varying densities fQ satisfying the
assumptions of Theorem 3.1 the ratio
|
U c
tr({2H ( y)) dy<|U c fQ( y) dy
(with the convention 00=0) is of order O(&H&2). Hence, in general
making r tend to infinity in (10) and (11) we get the asymptotic bias and
variance of the standard kernel estimate (recall that f n*(x) is equal to fn(x)
when r is large enough). It is not easy to study the right hand sides of (10)
and (11) in the general case and to compare the leading term in the mean
square error with the standard one. Fortunately from (3) the existence of
a value of r giving a better estimate is guaranteed. Further analysis is
needed for a better understanding of the estimate. It should provide infor-
mation on the best possible choice of K.
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Proof of Theorem 3.1. We begin by showing (10). The asymptotic
expectation of the ratio of two random variables coincides with the ratio
of the expectations up to first order (see Stuart and Ord, 1987). Therefore
by collecting results of Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 and by using (i), (iii), (iv)
we obtain (10).
To deal with (11), it suffices to write
Var( f n*(x))=Var( f *nU (x))+Var( f *nUc (x))+2 Cov( f *nU(x), f *nUc (x)).
An approximation of Var( f *nU (x)) is given in Lemma 3.1. Next, let us take
the two terms Var( f *nUc (x)) and Cov( f *nU (x), f *nUc (x)) into account.
Indeed, since f *nUc (x) is the ratio of the random variables n(x) and ,n(x),
its variance may be approximated by
Var \n(x),n(x)+
r_E(n(x))E(,n(x))&
2
_Var(n(x))E2(n(x)) +
Var(,n(x))
E2(,n(x))
&2
Cov(n(x), ,n(x))
E(n(x)) E(,n(x))& (12)
(see Stuart and Ord, 1987). The expectations and variances on the right
have been investigated in Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. As for the term containing
Cov(n(x), ,n(x)), the Schwarz inequality gives:
Cov(n(x), ,n(x))[Var(n(x)) Var(,n(x))]12=o \ 1n |det H|+ ,
thus, after some algebra, and combining (6), (7), (8), (9), and (12), we find
Var( f *nUc (x))=Var \n(x),n(x)+r
Var(n(x))
E2(,n(x))
r
1
n |det H|
fQ(x) |
Rd _|0c K(z) K( y&z) dz&
2
dy. (13)
Finally, to obtain the asymptotic expansion of Cov( f *nU (x), f *nUc (x)), let us
put
T=1U c (X1),
R=|
U c
K(H&1(x& y)) K(H &1( y&X1)) dy,
and
S=1U (X1) K(H &1(x&X1)).
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We get
Cov( f *nU (x), f *nUc (x))
r
E( f *nU (x) n(x))&E( f *nU (x)) E(n(x))
E(,n(x))
=
E&1(,n(x))
n2 |det H| 3
[(n&1) E(T )[E(SR)&2E(S) E(R)]&E(S) E(RT )]
=
1
n |det H|3
E(SR) E(T)+o \ 1n |det H|+
r
fQ(x)
n |det H| |0c |0 K(z) K( y) K(z& y) dz dy.
To conclude, combine this last equality with (5) and (13).
4. WEAK AND COMPLETE CONVERGENCE OF f n*(x)
In this section, we shall study the weak and complete convergence of
f n*(x) to fQ(x). First, let us introduce the following definition.
Definition 4.1. Let L be a real-valued function over Rd. L is called a
ParzenRosenblatt kernel if it is Lebesgue integrable, bounded, and
satisfies
|
Rd
L(z) dz=1 and lim
&z&  
&z&d L(z)=0.
For the proofs the following lemmas are needed.
Lemma 4.1. The convolution product is an internal operation in the set of
ParzenRosenblatt kernels.
Proof. Let K and L be two ParzenRosenblatt kernels. It is clear that
(K V L) is Lebesgue integrable, bounded, and integrates to one. Therefore,
the only thing to prove is
lim
&z&  
&z&d (K V L)(z)=0.
Fix =>0. There exists A(=) such that
(&x&>A(=)) O (&x&d |L(x)|<= and &x&d |K(x)|<=).
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Let us consider x # Rd such that &x&>2A(=) and denote by Bx the open
ball of center x and radius (&x&2). We have
I :=&x&d |(K V L)(x)|
|
Bx
&x&d |K(x& y) L( y)| dy+|
Bcx
&x&d |K(x& y) L( y)| dy.
As &x&&y&x&+&y&, it is easily seen that &y&&x&2>A(=) whenever
y # Bx . Besides, y # Bcx is equivalent to &y&x&&x&2. Thus,
I|
Bx
2d &y&d |K(x& y) L( y)| dy+|
Bcx
2d &y&x&d |K(x& y) L( y)| dy
2d= \|Rd |K( y)| dy+|Rd |L( y)| dy+ .
As = is arbitrary, the proof is complete.
Lemma 4.2 (Bochner’s Lemma). Let g : Rd  R be a Lebesgue
integrable function, continuous at point x. Define, for x # Rd,
dH(x)=
1
|det H| |Rd |L(H
&1y)| | g(x& y)& g(x)| dy,
where L is a kernel and H is a d_d nonsingular matrix. Then,
lim
&H&  0
dH(x)=0, (14)
whenever one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(i) g is bounded;
(ii) L is a ParzenRosenblatt kernel and
&H&d=O( |det H| ).
Proof. If assumption (i) holds, then (14) follows by applying the
dominated convergence theorem. Next, if assumption (ii) holds, then it is
easily seen that, for any $>0,
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dH(x) sup
&y&p$
[| g(x& y)& g(x)|] |
Rd
|L( y)| dy
+| g(x)| |&y&p>$&H& |L( y)| dy
+&H&d( |det H| $d) sup
&y&p$&H&
[&y&dp |L( y)|] |
Rd
| g( y)| dy.
First we fix $, then, by the assumptions on L and H, the two last terms
tend to 0 as n goes to . Second, let $ tends to 0 and use the continuity
of g to see that the first term also tends to zero, which concludes the proof
of (14).
Theorem 4.1 (Weak Convergence of f n*(x)). Suppose that fQ is con-
tinuous at x. If limn   &H&=limn  (n |det H| )&1=0 and if there exists
an open set 1 such that 10  11 a.s. as n  , then
f n*(x)  fQ(x) as n   in probability, (15)
provided that one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(i) fQ is bounded
(ii) K is a ParzenRosenblatt kernel and
&H&d=O( |det H| ).
Remark. The convergence assumption made on 10 in Theorem 4.1
entails that all the components of H are at most of the same order as r
and that at least one of them is of the order of r in the case when 1 is
unbounded or empty. Otherwise we do not have this property. This is clear
in the one-dimensional case when 0=(&rh, rh).
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let us rewrite the estimator f n*(x) in the
following form
f n*(x)=A1n+A2n+
(B1n+B2n) Cn
D1n+D2n
, (16)
where
A1n=E( f *nU (x)), A2n= f *nU (x)&E( f *nU (x)),
B1n=E({n(x)), B2n={n(x)&E({n(x)),
Cn=
1
n
:
n
i=1
1Uc (Xi),
D1n=E(,n(x)), D2n=,n(x)&E(,n(x)),
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with
{n(x)=
1
n |det H|
:
n
j=1
|
0c
K(z) K(H &1(x&Xj)&z) dz.
Then, we see that (15) will follow once we show that
lim
n  
A1n= fQ(x) |
1
K( y) dy,
lim
n  
B1n= fQ(x) |
1 c
K( y) dy,
lim
n  
D1n=Q(U c),
and, in probability,
lim
n  
A2n= lim
n  
B2n= lim
n  
D2n=0, and lim
n  
Cn=Q(U c).
Indeed, we have
}A1n& fQ(x) |1 K( y) dy }
 fQ(x) } | K( y)[10( y)&11 ( y)] dy }
+|det H|&1 |
Rd
|K(H &1y)[ fQ(x& y)& fQ(x)]| dy.
By the dominated convergence theorem, the first term on the right tends to
zero as n  . This is also true for the second term by Lemma 4.2.
In the same manner, the limit of B1n is obtained by using Lemmas 4.1
and 4.2 and the fact that
}B1n& fQ(x) |1c K( y) dy }
 fQ(x) } | K( y)[10c ( y)&11 c ( y)] dy }
+|det H|&1 |
Rd
( |K| V |K| )(H&1y) | fQ(x& y)& fQ(x)| dy.
As for D1n , note that D1n=Rd K( y) Q(U
c&Hy) dy, and hence, by the
dominated convergence theorem, the result follows.
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Now, the consistency of the terms A2n , B2n , and D2n will be established
by examining their variances. We have,
n |det H| Var(A2n)|
0
K2(z) fQ(x&Hz) dz.
In view of Lemma 4.2, the term on the right tends to fQ(x) 1 K
2( y) dy as
n  . Observe that the last integral is finite since K is a ParzenRosen-
blatt kernel. Thus Var(A2n)  0 as n  , which entails that A2n  0 in
probability. Similarly, it is easy to check that
n |det H| Var(B2n)|
Rd _|0c K(z) K( y&z) dz&
2
fQ(x&Hy) dy.
In view of Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, and the dominated convergence theorem, the
last term converges to fQ(x) Rd [1 c K(z) K( y&z) dz]
2 dy as n  . This
enables us to conclude that limn   B2n=0 in probability. Next, because
Var(D2n)=O(1n) the consistency of D2n follows. It remains to use the
weak law of large numbers to see that limn   Cn=Q(U c) in probability.
In the next theorem we show a complete convergence result. Recall that
a sequence of random variables (Sn)n is said to be completely convergent
to S if
(\=>0), :
n1
Pr( |Sn&S|>=)<.
Theorem 4.2 (Complete Convergence of f n*(x)). If fQ is continuous
at x. If H verifies limn   &H&=0, if there exists a measurable set 1 such
that 10  11 a.s. as n   and if \:>0, n exp[&:n |det H|]<, then
f n*(x)  fQ(x) as n  , completely, (17)
provided that one of the following conditions is satisfied
(i) fQ is bounded
(ii) K is ParzenRosenblatt kernel and
&H&d=O( |det H| ).
Proof. Clearly, it suffices to show that A2n , B2n , and D2n in (16) con-
verge to zero as n   completely.
Note that A2n=1n ni=1 Yi with
|det H| Yi=K(H &1(x&Xi)) 1U (Xi)&|
U
K(H &1(x& y)) fQ( y) dy.
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We have E(Yi)=0, |Yi |2k|det H|, where k=supy # Rd |K( y)|, and
E(Y 2i )E( |det H|
&1 K(H&1(x&Xi)) 1U (Xi))2

k
|det H| |Rd |K( y)| fQ(x&Hy) dy.
Since Rd |K( y)| fQ(x&Hy) dy  fQ(x) Rd |K( y)| dy as n  , there exists
a constant c=c(x) such that
|
Rd
|K( y)| fQ(x&Hy) dyc.
Then by an exponential inequality due to Bennett (1962), we get
(\=>0), Pr( |A2n |=)2 exp[&:n |det H|],
where :>0 is a constant depending on c, k and =. This shows that
limn   A2n=0 completely. The convergence of B2n and C2n can be verified
by using similar arguments.
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